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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
Express and FedEx. These are all available to
you for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions - call us.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

Domestic orders are sent at our discretion,
a minimum $3.50 shipping charge will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charges imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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The Ken Brooke Magic Range
The history of  our relationship with

Ken Brooke & Paul Stone.

After opening Stevens Magic Emporium
in 1975�and having a passion for our
�Art Of Magic��I kept hearing from our
many magic friends that there was a special
shop in London, England, where all of the
professional magicians would congregate,
not only in Great Britain, but in all of Europe.

The top minds in magic were regular visitors
and the magic shop�s name was�Ken
Brooke�s Magic Range.  I heard that Ken
was the TOP magic demonstrator at magic
conventions.  This continued through the
late 70�s and finally we thought it would be
nice to bring Ken Brooke to America for a
Desert Magic Seminar event.  Jay

Marshall had endorsed the idea and we, at that time, honored Ken with the
Seminar Award for all that he had contributed to the magic world all his life!  I
remember the tears that flowed down his face with this adulation that we bestowed
upon him.

So, through Paul Stone we purchased the rights to the Ken Brooke
Magic Range for North America in 1982 and have held the rights ever
since!  We paid Paul Stone not only for distribution rights but also for all of the
card effects of Ken�s that we were to make up ourselves!  To this day, we are still
very proud to maintain these rights and distribute Ken�s items to our customers.  In
2006, our agreement with Paul Stone was brought up to date and contracted,
once again, and we look forward to bringing the magic fraternity these high profile
items for years to come!

You will never be regretful with any of Ken�s routines and effects as they are all
professional and most important commercial!  (This means they have been tried
and proved with public audiences.)

In closing, thank you for your past business and we look forward to having more
fun and business with you in the future!

Joe, Martha & Mark Stevens
Stevens Magic Emporium
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Ken Brooke Magic

The Ken Brooke Series
Get All 10 Volumes!

A compilation of some of the best magical effects from The Ken Brooke Series.
Ten booklets in all with rich professional time proven magic.  Gives it all�routines,
patter, sleights and secrets too!  Ken Brooke was well known and admired all over
the world for his contributions to magic as a performer, a dealer and a writer.  His
magic was 100% practical and commercial�even to this day!  Each volume is
fully illustrated in great detail.

Here they are listed chronologically for your perusing pleasure:

� Volume 1�The Magic Box (Okito Coin Box) �
� Volume 2�The Chop Cup �

� Volume 3�The Nap Hand & Multiplying Martini Bottles �
� Volume 4�The Sidewalk Shuffle �

� Volume 5�The Dancing & Floating Cork �
� Volume 6�Al Koran�s Three Silver Rings �

� Volume 7�Finn Jon Zombie Routine, Roy Johnson�s Cent And
Malcolm Davison Book Test �

� Volume 8�Roy Johnson�s Flawless & Ken Brooke On The
Hamman Count �

� Volume 9�Ken Brooke�s Ring & Stick Routine �
� Volume 10�Beam Shot, The Koornwinder Kar and Edelweiss �

$15 each
Get 2 Volumes For...$25

Get All 10 Volume For...$125

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-complete-set-10-book-set/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-beam-shoot-the-koornwinder-kar-and-edelweiss/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-ken-brookes-ring-and-stick-routine-and-the-b/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-roy-johnsons-flawless-and-ken-brooke-on-the/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-finn-jon-zombie-routine-roy-johnsons-ce/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-al-koran-three-silver-rings-vol-6-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-dancing-and-floating-cork-volume-5-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-sidewalk-shuffle-volume-4-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-nap-hand-and-multiplying-martini-bottles/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-chop-cup-volume-2-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-magic-box-okito-coin-box-volume-1-boo/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Exclusively From The
Ken Brooke Magic Range...

Driebeck Die
Same Quality, At A Better Price

A large red die is taken apart and from it you remove what you state is �A Carrying
Case� for the die.  The two sections of the red die are placed on the table in full
view.  The case is now opened up and is also shown inside and out.  The empty
case is placed on the table alongside the red die.  The two parts of the red die are
resassembled, freely shown and then�believe it or not�the die is placed inside
the carrying case, which only moments before was taken from it!  But the effect
does not end there!  Now you open the case and from it�you produce a box of
tea from China�the red die has completely vanished!  The apparatus is handmade
and brightly colored.  Can be performed entirely surrounded.

Featured by Paul Daniels, Roy Johnson, Trevor Lewis, Ben Martin
and Sid Lorraine to name a few.

Stage Size (5.5-inches)...$97.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-large/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Jim Hooper�s

Nemo Jumbo
Rising Cards

Made famous by Ken
Brooke, Roy Johnson and
Paul Daniels.

Three jumbo cards rise out of
the houlette�one at a time and
in three different ways!

Cards are freely selected.  A
Perspex houlette is fully
examined and cards placed
inside.  The first card rises up
mysteriously from the houlette
and is confirmed by the first
spectator.  A silk or handkerchief
is draped over the houlette for
the second card rise.  The
magician whistles or plays a
tune on a magic flute and the
selected card rises up under the
silk!  Now for the �Finale�. The
third and final card is placed into a simple envelope and this is placed into the
houlette.  The spectator holds the houlette up and instructs the envelope to rise!
The envelope then rises up out of the houlette.  The spectator commands the

envelope to open... and the flap of the envelope slowly
opens.  With the spectator still holding the houlette

in their hands, they command the card to rise
up out of the envelope and unbelievably; it

does RISE up and out of the envelope.
You, the performer, control all
raisings of cards.

Comes complete with everything you
need.  See Paul Daniels performance
on website and more details as well.

 $375

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jim-hooper-nemo-jumbo-rising-cards-ken-brooke-biro/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Kaps Floating

Cork
The performer sets a 4 x 3 x 2.5-inch solid
wood box on the table.  When he opens it, an
ordinary wine cork is seen inside.  At the
performer�s command, the cork begins to
quiver and slowly rises out of the box.  The
cork floats and moves above the box.  The
performer brings out a 3-inch ring, which he
passes over, under and around the floating cork!
The cork slowly returns to the box.

We are proud to re-release this classic item. Made
famous by the legendary Fred Kaps. Levitation is
one magic greatest tricks and effects, nothing creates a
sense of disbelief and "awe" like this great effect.  Comes
complete with box, cork, ring, Feason Thread Bullet (plus
extra thread), Fearson Wax and detailed instructions.

$60

Mark Stevens, Johnny
Thompson and Joe Stevens

Nemo 1500
Johnny Thompson�s signature effect!

If you�ve seen Johnny perform this miracle, you fully
understand the huge impact you receive, when a
spectator�s freely chosen card is�beforehand�
predicated and a $20.00 bill or $100.00 bill is offered
to the spectator IF the prediction is wrong!  Of course,
it is NOT wrong and the performer comes out on top
each time.  A card is shown in a wallet before starting
the effect and then exposed at the end for the
correct prediction.  Oh so clever!

Comes complete with
everything you need, a
professional routine for
professionals.  No sleights
required.  The effect
works itself and you can
spend your time focusing
on the presentation.
(Excellent for all
languages!)

$97.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kaps-floating-cork-ken-brooke-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nemo-1500-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Harold Voit�s
Funken Ring

**ONE YEAR GU**ONE YEAR GU**ONE YEAR GU**ONE YEAR GU**ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!**ARANTEE!**ARANTEE!**ARANTEE!**ARANTEE!**
Making a ring that is affordable, yet durable
and has a substantial larger spark volume
then the previous models. Harold is so
confident he provides a one year
guarantee.  A flash of sparks is at
your command from your
fingers!  Safe to use! Easy
to do! Wind it up and

you are ready in less than 30 seconds! Wonderful for
MC work or comedians that want a product that
delivers and does not stop working after two or
three times!

$30

Nudist Money
From an idea by Finn Jon, comes the cleanest
method of showing blank pieces of paper and
instantly turning them into $100.00 bills!  And
back again to blank pieces of paper.  Just by
flipping the money or paper, you can change
realistic $100.00 bills to blank and back again!

Powerful!  Easy to do!  Money effects
always impress!

If you are familiar with the famous �Nudist
Deck�, then you now know the secret of �Nudist
Money!�  Imagine the fun you can have with
this effect.  Simple to carry. You will love this
effect.  High quality papers (hard to tear).  Comes
complete with a wallet and plenty of extra bills
and paper.

 A Fantastic Routine...$40

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nudist-money-harold-voit-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/funken-ring-harold-voit/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Absolutely
Impossible Wallet

The performer removes a wallet from his
pocket, showing an envelope with a
prediction inside.  A spectator takes a deck
of normal cards and shuffles them.  The
pack is spread across the table, the
spectator pushes one card out of the
spread.  The spectator then takes the
envelope and opens
it himself.  Inside
is a card and
when the

pushed out card is turned over it matches the card
found in the envelope!

Any pack can be used.  No fake envelopes.  No
palming or sleight-of-hand.  A beautiful concept
and professionally routined.  Excellent wallet is
supplied with full routine.

$47.50

Baby Gag
New Lower Price!

The audience is asked to name any famous
person. The performer claims to have that
person�s picture in an envelope. He pulls
out a color drawing of a baby! Then he
explains that he was
covered no matter
who was named
as he shows
pictures of a white
baby, a black
baby, a yellow
baby and a red
baby. A cute

comedy routine ideal for an MC, comedy club performer
or anyone wanting a few laughs in their act.  Stage size�
15.5 x 11.5-inches.

 $45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baby-gag-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/absolutely-impossible-wallet-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Sidewalk Shuffle
A Fred Kaps Routine!

The classic jumbo �monte� effect with cards, but
done in an entertaining and magical way.

Blank jumbo cards are shown, and one by one
they change into Aces of Clubs!  Spectator is
asked to keep track of the Ace...but it keeps

changing and morphing and in
the end, the blank cards

all change to Aces!
Excellent for tradeshows good for stage or close-up.
Master this classic and have a professional effect that
will serve you well for years.  Top quality PVC cards.
Cards are 10.5 x 6-inches in size.  Manuscript is written
by Ken Brooke in his award-winning routine style!  Well
illustrated.

$47.50

Bruce Cervon�s
Dirty Deal

Unbelievable as it may sound, this is a brief
account of what they see.  Please read it
carefully... Five cards are shown back and front.
The backs are blue.  One card is place face down
on the table.  A red backed card is removed from
a wallet (supplied) and placed on top of the cards
in the hand.  The polaroid takes over.  All cards
now have red backs!   One is placed face down
on the table.  A card with a multi-colored back  is
taken from the wallet, placed on top of the cards�Bingo�
all cards now have multi-colored backs.  One is removed and placed alongside
the two tabled cards.

A �Kingfisher� backed card is then introduced from the wallet to the pack of cards
and�Bongo�all cards are now Kingfisher backed.  One is placed on the
table.  The unbelievable then takes place...

Turning over the cards that remain in his hand, the performer throws them across
the table... Each of the nine cards employed in the trick has a completely
different back design and color!

NOTE:  The back designs of the cards supplied may differ from those stated
above.  The general effect of the trick will remain the same.

$12.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sidewalk-shuffle-ken-brooke-fred-kaps-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dirty-deal-bruce-cervon-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Chop Cups

2 Sizes
Made exclusively for Stevens Magic by RNT II.
If you�ve seen Paul Daniels perform and use
Ken�s cups you then know the potential.  Ken�s
excellent routine is a composite of tid bits from
Larry Jennings and Roy Johnson and himself
as well�By blending the moves of these three
master conjurors, he probably developed the
greatest chop cup routine in the world of magic!

Here are two sizes of Ken Brooke-style cups.
One the Master and one the Junior, for those

who prefer a shorter cup,
both made out of

copper stock.  The
taller model is 4.25-inches tall and 3.75-inches in diameter
(large enough to hold a lemon).  The stubby model is 3-
inches tall and 3-inches in diameter.  Remember you
can also get the Classic Chop Cup DVD shown
above for $30.00!

Master Or Junior Model...$150 each

Finn Jon�s
Esoteric

Finn Jon�s famous �Esoteric�,
proclaimed by many as the
greatest haunted pack in magic
world!  No magnets!  No
electronics!  Very mysterious!

Three cards are selected and placed
face up on the deck.  Each is

inserted face up into different places in the deck.  The
deck is placed on the floor.  A spectator is handed an
imaginary thread attached to the deck.  As he pulls
slowly, his chosen card emerges from the deck.  This
is repeated with the other two spectators and cards.
Finn Jon has taken the �Haunted Pack� into
cyberspace with his miraculous Esoteric Deck!

$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=chop+cups&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-chop-cup-junior/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-chop-cup-master/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-ken-brooke-finn-jon/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Ken�s Comedy
Rope Trick

Good comedy tricks are hard
to come by, but here is one that
is a surefire laughter raiser
every time!

Ideal for stage, parlor, compere
and kids.  We won�t tell you
the whole routine, but after a
series of gags with the rope,
the magician ties a slip knot in
the rope and slides the knot to
one end of the rope.
Explaining that if the knot slips

one way, it should slip the other
way.  WATCH�slowly the

knot climbs up the rope to
the waiting hand which
catches the knot.

A laugh every time with the added bonus of it appearing
magical.  Precision apparatus for surefire working every
time.  Even if you do not normally use comedy tricks,
don�t miss out on Ken�s Comedy Rope Trick.  Comes
complete with rope and two reels (1 extra just in case).

$45

Ken�s Crazy Nut
By David Beckley...Where a nut
mysteriously comes off the screw while
covered up with a handkerchief.  Yes,
that�s right!  You show a screw with a

nut screwed half way on.  Cover it up
with the handkerchief.  Wave your hands

over the �hank� and open the �hank� and�
lo and behold�the nut is now off the screw and

laying side by side.  NOW for the �killer�!  You now screw the nut back onto the bolt
and ask a spectator IF they would like to pull them apart?  A spectator now covers
them both with the �hank� and upon removing the �hank� it has happened again!

Comes complete with all you need plus Ken�s instructions.  No sleight-of-hand
necessary, you just have to get used to the working.  Can be repeated at once!
Featured by Paul Daniels in his BBC TV series.

$22.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-crazy-nut-beckley-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-comedy-rope-trick-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Joe Riding�s

Three Card Four
�The Only Three Card Trick In
The World Using Four Cards!�

 A true professional classic with the both
Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke Routines.

Commercial card tricks are still very hard
to find despite the fact that card experts
invent them almost daily.  Visible card
effects are still harder to come across.
This uses JUMBO Bicycle cards and is
visible from start to finish.

This effect has been time-tested for years and years and I can assure my readers that
it is also very, very commercial.  Plays well in cabaret, trade shows, stand up, stage
and it is great for children�s shows as well!

PROFESSIONAL MAGIC AT IT�S BEST!

This trick comes complete
with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps
Routine & Ken Brooke Routine,
DVD of Bob Swadling�s Act
included on DVD is explanation
of routine, Also copy, in writing,
of both routines.  Bonus: Alex
Elmsley�s Four As Four Routine.

See performance of Bob
Swadling�s routine on our
website!  Don�t pass this one up
if you are a worker.

 Available Again... $35

Bob Swadling & Joe Stevens

*EASY TO CARRY
*FIVE MINUTES OF ENTERAINMENT

*FIVE MINUTES OF MYSTERY
*FIVE MINUTES OF LAUGHS AND FUN

*THE FINEST MONTE CARD ROUTINE OF ALL

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-card-four-joe-riding/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Wild Man Wild!

Visible, almost unbelievable close-up
effects with cards are hard to find.  The
effect can be dismissed in very few
words... 10 BLUE-BACK JOKERS
VISIBLY CHANGE TO RED-BACK
CARDS!

Strange as it may sounds, no particular
skill or sleight-of-hand is required.  Each
change is different from the previous

one.  One card even changes in the
spectator�s hands.  This was one of Ken
Brooke�s favorite card effects.  A really
great trick to perform.  The audience
reaction is amazing!

$12.50

Chase
The Ace

Does it play well?  Ask Pete Biro.

The classic monte routine with jumbo
plastic cards.  No matter how hard they
try, the spectators cannot follow the
position of the Ace.  Finally, a spectator
is shown the Ace and asked to hold it
face down in his own hands.  But, when

he looks at it
again, it has

changed to one of the other cards!  No double cards,
pockets or unnatural moves.  Giant washable plastic

cards measures 9 x 13-inches. Ken Brooke made
his name with this trick and his full routine as well
as some excellent line drawings, which make every
move easy to follow, are included with the set of
three cards.  Ideal for an MC or cabaret performer
and also large enough for stage presentation.

$47.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wild-man-wild-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chase-the-ace-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Potty Prediction

Here�s a fine comedy routine by Ken
Green.  Such routines as this are, as any

entertainer will confirm, priceless.

We send you�a special pack of cards, a couple of
good quality jumbo cards, an envelope and the

manuscript.  The apparatus, plus the knowledge you
will gain from the manuscript will boost the entertainment

value of your act 100%.  The presentation can be performed
under close-up conditions and is also suitable for after dinner

work before small audiences.  As supplied it is not suitable for
large stage, but can be adapted.

This is real situation comedy!  Audience participation is vital to your
success as a performer.  POTTY PREDICTION gives you all the scope
you need!

�If you could see this performed�you would buy it at once!�  --Joe Stevens

Updated Version Available After April 15th!      $45

The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!

Versa Plus
A card is placed on each of the spectator�s hands.  He correctly identifies each one
and one card is turned over.  The performer then tears the other card up and

places the pieces into the spectator�s hand.  A
second later, when he opens his hand, the

pieces are still there but have changed
to the card which was face down on
his other hand!  That card is turned
over�it is the card the performer
tore up!

$22.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/potty-prediction-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/versa-plus-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Clockaudacious

The performer has a spectator think
of any hour (1 thru 12).  Next, he is to
count off the number of cards from
the deck and place them into his
pocket.  The performer counts off 12
cards and deals them face down onto
the table to form a clock.  He taps
each card with a borrowed coin until
the spectator stops him at the thought
of hour and places the coin on the
card.  The prediction is
read, �The card on the
hour you are

thinking of will not be a Joker.�  It�s turned over, sure enough,
it�s not a Joker.  The other cards are turned over, all Jokers!
The rest of the deck�Jokers!  Cards in his pocket�Jokers!

$12.50

Ken�s
Krazy Kards

Also known as �Popeye Pips�, was featured for
many years in Ken Brooke�s cabaret act.  Perfect
for MC�s or the magical comedian.  Ken�s Krazy
Kard is expertly made with high quality  materials.
A quick comedy routine.  You start by showing
three pips on one side and four
pips on the other side.  Then
you find the spots
multiplying with six

pips on one side and only one on the other side.
You are really surprised when you turn the card
over again and discover you now have eight pips!

Comes with the Ken Brooke routine�a real
winner!  Not only one of Ken�s finest effects,
also used by Terry Seabrooke every night of
his working life!

$40

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clockaudacious-exclusive-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-krazy-kards-regular-size-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
It�s Finally Here!!

Created By Jack Avis...
Poker Pot

A Re-Release From The Ken
Brooke Magic Range

If you�re looking for something completely
different in a close-up routine�Here it is!
Used by professionals for years, we are happy
to re-release this upgraded version. Each unit
is hand made and hallmarked by Louie
Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut.
Far superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in
every way!

Jack Avis has taken two classical principles
and by blending them together has produced
a clean cut magical effect for performing what

is known as �CHINK-A-CHINK.� The box removes the need for shells or �extra
units� of the items employed thus, the weakness of having to obtain and later ditch
them is entirely eliminated. Roy Johnson has added additional material to the
original. Once the basic principle is understood, Roy�s working can be quickly
understood! And there is nine pages of additional thoughts and routines provided
by the late great Ken Brooke.

�After years of trying to bring this classic, close-up item/routine
back to the magic world, we are finally happy to bring it to fruition�
thanks to Louie Gaynor, who put his touch to the effect out of natural
walnut.�  --Joe Stevens

$65

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-pot-jack-avis-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Tweezers
Available Again!

Ken�s genius shines with his version of the
three shell game with a creative idea on
using copper caps and the Perfect Pea.
(You know the hustle and how it goes.)  But
Ken�s routine has a �killer� ending that
smashes any and all who have seen the
original three shell game with walnut shells!

Performer starts with two caps and then
introduces extra caps through the routine,
and always the spectator cannot find the
darn pea!  At the end, the last cap is so
TINY that you have to use TWEEZERS to
remove the pea!  You end up with 10
CAPS as a finale!  SPECIAL TIPS�By Pete Biro and Dean Dill.

Custom copper crafted caps, perfect peas, PLUS a working close-up mat and 24-
pages of instructions PLUS a DVD of performance and explanations.  Extra loading
chamber.  As EASY to do as the three shell game.

Don�t Miss This One...$97.50

Another Bloomin�
Card Trick

A fun close-up card effect that
entertains!

Four cards of the same value are shown.
The performer gives the cards a flick and
one of the cards turns face down!  Another
flick of the cards makes the second card
face down.  Finally ALL cards shown at

first have now turned over.  Then the performer causes the cards to show face up
again. The color of the backs through out the routine are seen to be (either red or
blue), but the performer now shows them to all be of one color.  Then suddenly,
with no moves whatsoever, each card is seen
to have a DIFFERENT EXOTIC BACK,
of a different design!  This one is fun to
do and easy to carry.

$12.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/another-bloomin-card-trick-ken-brooke/#prettyPhoto
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tweezers-ken-brooke-biro/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Tony Lackner�s
Money Machine

Probably the most visual and mind
bending money machine every
made.  Tony Lackner deserved a
�creative genius� award for the
mechanics and eye-trickery involved
in the creation of this superbly made
machine.

Crafted from metal with a chrome finish, and a protective rubber base, the Money
Machine is in principle a copy of the old flat bed roller method of printing a note
from a blank piece of paper.  That is, where the comparison ends!  This takes 10
seconds to set, looks like a quality prop and is 100% surefire.

A currency note is borrowed and placed onto the Money
Machine.  You tell the spectators you are going to

take some �fluid� from this note, by rolling over it.
Then you give it back and take a blank piece of
paper which is not placed onto the Money
Machine and bit by bit, it visually becomes a
pound or dollar, which can be examined, when
the ink has dried.

Any Currency That Fits Will Work!
$135

Tamariz
Rabbits

An entertaining routine with such a cute
story.  Audiences of all ages will love it.

A white rabbit appears in a previously
empty top hat.  An apple appears and
then is seen to be just an apple core.  The
next time we see the rabbit in the hat, he
is green from eating the apple!
A classic effect by Juan
Tamariz, comes

complete with Michael Close�s routine and washable
plastic cards.  See Juan�s performance on
our website.

Poker Size...$30

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tamariz-rabbits-poker-size-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/money-machine-tony-lackner-voit/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Nudist Deck
Also called Mental
Photography Deck

One of the great all time mechanical decks.
Superior to the famous Svengali and
Stripper Decks that are used by beginners!
The Nudist Deck is for the workers and
Ken�s routine is for the professionals.
Some call it the finest routine ever created
using a Nudist Deck.

The performer shows a full deck of blank
cards�on both sides.  Then the fun starts
as the routines causes the faces of the cards
to show and also the backs of the cards as
well.  The cards can be shown at all times
to be blank at anytime!  Under complete control of the performer.  Laughs a

plenty and easy to do.

If you already have a Nudist Deck (under
that name or any other) pull it out of your
drawer or close and buy the effect just to get
Ken�s routine.

 $15

Martin Breese�s
Visions Of  Ken Brooke

On this DVD are countless Ken Brooke movies showing him
demonstrating and performing some of his classic routines
together with many effects from Harry Stanley�s Unique Magic
Studio in London. Patrick Page has provided a remarkable
and informative live sound commentary for this fabulous DVD.
Martin Breese acquired the copyright to all of the Unique
Magic Studio material some years ago. Patrick was kind
enough to view all of these Harry Stanley films and has
provided a highly informative voice-over commentary on all

of the effects that you will see on this DVD.

There are many delightful Ken Brooke interludes that will take old timers down
memory road and which will inspire relative newcomers to magic as well. It is all
here from the Chinese Linking Rings to the KB Coin Box plus many of the tricks
featured in the Unique Studio catalogs. As a very special bonus Patrick also allowed
us to include some sound material. This was filmed just before Ken died so sadly.
The sound material filmed by Vic Pinto and Patrick includes Chase the
Ace and The Chop Cup routine and even the wonderful Tamariz Rabbits�
many of these products are available exclusively at Stevens Magic Emporium.

DVD...$40

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/visions-of-ken-brooke-dvd/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nudist-deck-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Fogel�s

Second Spot
Five bags are given out. While the
performer�s back is turned, spectators
deposit a personal possession into their
respective bags. They seal and close the
bags and mix them all up. A bag is
handed to the Mentalist and, not only
does he know who
put the item into

the bag, he also gives a short personality reading on that
person and hands the item back to him. Yes, it�s pseudo
readings, but great fun. Very mysterious as well. Plays
well onstage or parlor. Wonderful audience
participation. Comes complete with all you need and
NO gimmicks!

$97.50

Four Faces
Based on an idea by Covello.

Performer shows a regular-sized envelope
and mentions that there are four court cards in

the envelope.  Example: Four Kings.  He announces
to the spectator that one and ONLY one of the Kings is

FACE UP.  The spectator gets a FREE choice of anyone
of the four Kings�Clubs, Spades, Hearts or Diamonds.

When the spectator announces his choice the performer opens the
envelope and takes out the four cards and
spreads them and �lo and behold� the ONLY
face up card matches the one called out
by the spectator.  And it and ONLY it is a
different colored back card than the remaining
three cards.  100% accurate all the time.

If you are familiar with B�Wave (not currently
available), this was it�s precursor.  Carry this
in your pocket and you will always be
prepared to WOW them.

$12.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/second-spot-maurice-fogel-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/four-faces-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Fred Kaps�

The Working Performer�s
Signed Card In Wallet

(Made for us by Viking Magic)
Ken Brooke said, �September 18, 1974,
was a great day in the studio with visitors
from all over the world.  But here was
some visitor that had them all watching
him it was Fred Kaps!  During the session,
Fred did the �Card in the Wallet�, and at

the finish he handed me the wallet to look
for the �work�.  I could NOT detect any fakery.

He had everyone in the place fooled.  Just before
he took off for the airport he showed it to us and granted permission to pass
the secret onto our customer!�

Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range item!  Fred Kaps performed the �Card In
Wallet� and did it again and again and again in one continuous routines.  Each
time the freely selected card was found in the zipper compartment of his wallet!

PLUS�Bonus Routine:  Signed card Inside A Sealed Envelope!  Imagine
that...not ONLY is the signed card inside the wallet it is inside a sealed envelope as
well!

Any card can be used.  High quality superb wallet, sightly smaller than original
wallet.  Those who know...know...enough said!

$52.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/working-performers-card-to-wallet-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Barry Stevenson�s
It�s A Joker By Jove
An off the wall card effect that is sure
to please and entertain.

Cards are shuffled and half spread face
down in front of spectator.  The other
half face up in front of the performer.
Spectator freely selects ANY card from the cards
in front of him and places if face down on the table.  Performer takes a card from
his cards and places if face down ON TOP of the spectator�s card.  Remaining cards
are collected and help face down in the performer�s hand.  Spectator turns his
selection face up�IT�S A JOKER!  He then turns over the performer�s card and
IT�S A JOKER!  The performer then turns over single cards from the pack throwing
them face up across the table, finally spreading the entire pack face up as well and
EVERYONE�S A JOKER!  Deck of cards can now be shown to be a complete
and regular deck of cards.  No switching.  No skill needed.  Everything works itself.

$12.50

From The Creative Mind
Of Pete Biro Comes...

Pete�s Peeper
Off the market for over 20 years,
originally released by Ken Brooke, Pete
Biro�s thimble routine plays strong, is
angle proof and requires little skill. The
original version featured a 6-inch long
thimble for the climax, but over time
Pete refined the routine and found that
a STACK of 10 thimbles to finish the
routine made more sense and played
stronger. It�s �hide-and-seek� routine, all
done facing forward so the audience gets
a clear view, unlike most manipulation
routines where the performer turns to
the side blocking half the audience�s
view.

When Jeff McBride saw Pete do this routine, he immediately said, �I have to have
this. When will you have them on the market?� Well, that time is now, thanks to
Jeff�s prompting. Comes complete with Pete�s Routine and shells.

$27.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/petes-peeper-biro/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/its-a-joker-by-jove-stevenson-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Sidewalk

Re-Shuffle
Ken Brooke�s Sidewalk Shuffle
is one of the best �display� card
routines around.  Paul Stone�s $$
version is undoubtedly the most
commercial!  Replacing the Aces for
giant Dollar signs makes this routine
perfect for tradeshows and corporate
presentations because every corporate
event revolves around one topic�the
bottom line�$$$$$s!

These are top quality cards you�ll use for many
years.  The superbly illustrated instructions include
the original Ken Brooke handling for The
Sidewalk Shuffle as well as the superb Fred
Kaps� routine.

$47.50

Gaetan Bloom�s
Ultimate Flying Ring

Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range
item!

A re-release of Gaetan�s original Ring
In Key Case.  Now get this...No
reels...No threads...No pulls.  It�s clean.
The key case can be examined before
the ring appears inside.  The spectator
holds the key case.  It is never in the
performer�s hands.  The performer
never touches the key case.  With no
other versions can this be done.

$37.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sidewalk-re-shuffled-ken-brooke-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-flying-ring-gaetan-bloom-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Fred Kaps Treasury Note
From one of the world's all time favorites and
quite possibly one of the world's all time greats!
A clever, easy to carry, paper to bills effect!
There are many "paper to bill" effects, because
IF you are a magician, you should be able to
change paper to money! But this version is
time-tested and entertaining, too!

Fred always performed his magic immaculately,
in his version you will have an excellent effect
that has an impact on the spectators. The
performer counts five pieces of newspaper�
slowly�then with a flick of the wrist they (the
newspaper) instantly change into five one dollar
bills! (Can be changed back into paper too!)
This effect is QUICK...VISUAL...EASY TO
DO...EASY TO CARRY!

You will love this stunning, close-up, walk-
around effect. Can be done surrounded. Comes
complete and all you have to do is add five
$1.00 bills to the packet! We've made the
master gimmick for you! Don't leave home
without it.  It's well worth the price

      $15

Lynetta Welch�s
Legacy Malini

Egg Bag
Here you have the classic effect in which
an egg is placed inside a bag vanishes.
The bag is shown inside and out.  The
spectator reaches in and finds no egg.
Yet, the egg is always there when the
performer says it is!  A wonderful

audience participation routine.

This fine bag is the epitome of egg bags!
Created by Max Malini�improved by Charlie

Miller�perfected by Johnny Thompson and
performed by professional magicians worldwide!  This egg bag is beautifully
handcrafted in 100% black silk.

$88

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/legacy-malini-egg-bag-lynetta-welch/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/treasury-note-fred-kaps-exclusive/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Ron Wilson�s
Second Sight

Want something clever that was created by Ron Wilson to
be able to do Dai Vernon�s Brainwave and be CLEAN at
the finish by showing both sides of the deck.  In Charlie
Miller�s opinion this is the cleanest version of the
Brainwave to date!  No angles to worry about before, during
and after the effect.

Magician removes a blue-backed (or red) deck of cards from the case.  The deck is
fanned toward the audience.  He removes one opposite color card from his pocket

showing back-side only.  It is placed into the middle of the blue deck and the
fan is closed.  A spectator is asked to shuffle and to run through the cards

face up and when he sees a card he fancies to call out the name of the
card.  Taking the deck the magician fans the faces of the cards toward
the audience.  Very slowly until he comes to the names card, which is
pushed upward from the fan.  The fanned deck is now slowly
turned around and the pushed up card is seen to have a red
back!  IT IS the red-backed card that was named by the
spectator.  Yep...true!  No confederates!  Is straight forward.  Seems
impossible.  A signature effect of Ron�s act.  This one fool�s magicians!

$22.50

Multiplying Bottles
9-Bottle Set With

Martini Labels
A beautiful set of bottles allows you to a 3-6-9
bottle routine.  Fabulous Price! Good
Quality!

PLUS�you will receive the famous Ken
Brooke Routine, which is the finest
commercial routines for this effect ever created.
PLUS�A DVD of Ken�s routine performed
by Max Hapner to music!  A fabulous

presentation by Max and professional all the way.

Good spun bottles are hard to find today and when
we get them they sell fast and this price is the BEST
price we have ever found them for.  Get one of these
nice sets NOW!  Also comes with an excellent carrying
case.  Remember you get Bottles, Booklet and DVD
for this great price.

 $295

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/multiplying-bottles-10-set-wdvd/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/second-sight-ron-wilson-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Fred Kaps�

Lecture Notes
From The Ken Brooke

Magic Range
Written by Pete Biro in 1972.  One of
the few lecture notes put together by
Fred Kaps.

�Some Things To Think About�
(title of the Kaps Lecture Notes)

Do you want mystery?  Or
entertainment? Or both?  Effects should
come first and the method second.
Excellent advice and effects from one of
the world�s finest magicians!

A fabulous compilation of the Kaps
thinking and routines!  Advanced
magic... Yes.  Clever magic... Yes.
Entertainment... Yes.

�  International Coin Thru Table
�  Kaps Version Of Twisting The Aces
�  Larry Jennings One Cup � Three Ball Chop Cup Routine
�  I Am In Debt (The famous count effect with bills or cards)
�  Real Magic (A clever ring and silk combination)
�  Another Click Pass
�  Newspaper To Dollar Bills
�  Tenkai Card Production
�  �Red� In Blue Deck
�  A �Sound� Coin Vanish
�  �Sun & Moon� In Spectator�s hand
�  �Larette� Table Set Up
�  Bob Driebeck�s Tosheroom Variations
�  Coin Change & Vanish In Silk
�  Instructions on how to construct his �Newspaper To Bills� Routine.

Twelve pages of information and knowledge!  Add this wonderful piece to your
library.

$22.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fred-kaps-lecture-notes-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Tenyo�s Version Of

Ghost Lamp
The Scotty York Lamp is one of the true
classics of magic. Now Tenyo has created
an afforable option for this effect, and we
are making it avalable at an even more
affordable price!

Wrap a light bulb inside of a handkerchief, and allow a
spectator to wave it over several piles of cards.  When the
bulb comes close to one pile, it lights up! Sure enough, the
top card of that pile is the spectator's selected card.  The
light stays on until you are ready for it to go off. To turn the
light off, you cut an "invisible" wire with a pair of scissors. At
the instant you snip the invisible wire, the bulb goes out.

This masterpiece of magic is now available as part of Tenyo's 2011 line.  Included
in the set are the very special light bulb, a special deck of cards and a special
gimmick you can use for added impact. Fantastic magic.

Very Limited Quantities...$75

Magic Wagon�s Version Of
Ghost Board

This effect was inspired by Richard Himber�s Slate
in the 1950�s and also inspired by a Ken Brooke
Routine. The mechanism, however, has been
carefully re-designed and handcrafted into the frame
construction using centuries old techniques.

The performer explains that before the show, he has
written a prediction on a small whiteboard and covered
it with a brass plate as seen on the table. He then asks a
spectator to name any object, for example any person�s
name, a number between 1 and 1,000 or any city in
the world.  The performer then writes the chosen word
with the date of the performance on the back side of
the whiteboard as a record for the audience. With

absolutely no hesitation, the performer removes the brass plate in full view, showing
that the prediction he previously wrote before the show started exactly matches
the spectator�s selection!

The frame measures 3.3 inches by 4.3 inches by .4 thick.  Completely hand-crafted
from genuine teak with a distressed antique finish so that the props look decades
old.  Each Ghost Board comes complete with a custom designed display stand.

$245

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fred-kaps-lecture-notes-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-board-magic-wagon/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Coupon Expires 5/31/14.  Coupon Code KB414.

Remember to mention the coupon you wish to
use as it is not given automatically!

Zycho
Comedy Mentalism�

Magic At Its Best!
History�This is an idea by Billy
McComb.  Ken Brooke released a
smaller version know as �Potty
Prediction�.  (See Potty Prediction in
this Ken Brooke Catalog.)  Ton Onosaka
released his version of the effect called,
Royal Revision.

The audience is in on all of the fun!  You show
the face of a 10 x 14-inch giant prediction card.
(Unseen by your spectator), which is in a stand
in full view, with its back to the audience.  Next

you show them the faces of an extra large, 1-way force deck in which every card is
the same as the prediction.

The spectator, who has not seen the faces of the 1-way force deck, is asked to choose
any card?  Now for the fun part!  They name he WRONG card!  Impossible, as their
card does not match your prediction card?  Has the spectator double crossed you?

The prediction is now turned around and it has now changed to the selection card!
Everyone is confused.  The audience has been �double crossed�, the laughs are
guaranteed and built it.  ONLY showmanship is needed as the effect is all self-working.
Comes complete with stand, forcing deck, jumbo changing card and
professional routines, patter by George Schindler.  Large enough for stage
and parlor.

$130

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zycho-comedy-mentalism/
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Ken Brooke Magic
Listed below are some of the

Ken Brooke Magic Range Items:
�  Absolutely Impossible Wallet*
�  Another Bloomin Card Trick*
�  Baby Gag*
�  Book Of Fortunes
�  Benjamin
�  Buck N Does
�  Chase The Ace*
�  Chinese Poker
�  C-I-D
�  Clockaudacius*
�  Comedy Mental Transmitter
�  Complete Ken Brooke Series*
�  Confabulation Deluxe
�  Crazy Nut*
�  Dirty Deal*
�  Dotty Spots
�  Downside Up
�  Driebeck Die*
�  Esoteric*
�  The Eyes Have It
�  Finn Jon�s Silver Stick
�  Fred Kaps Treasury Note*
�  Fred Lowe�s Chinese Coin Box
�  Fogel�s Second Spot*
�  Four Faces*
�  Funken Ring*
�  Guessing Game
�  Hand Of Cleopatra
�  Hexarama
�  Johnson�s Ring Trick
�  Tenyo�s Ghost Lamp*
�  Incredible Signature
�  It�s A Joker*

�  Kaps Floating Cork*
�  Kaps Miracle Wallet
�  Ken Brooke Chop Cups*
�  Ken�s Comedy Buttonhole
�  Ken�s Comedy Rope*
�  Ken�s Krazy Kard (Poker)*
�  Legacy Malini Egg Bag*
�  Mini Spirit Comedy Slates*
�  Missing Digit
�  Money Machine*
�  Mumbo Jumbo*
�  Multiplying Martini Routine*
�  Nemo 1500*
�  Nemo 6
�  Nemo Jumbo Rising Cards*
�  Nudist Deck*
�  Nudist Money*
�  Oriental Bit
�  Pete�s Peepers*
�  Poker Chip Sensation
�  Poker Pot
�  Potty Prediction*
�  Ron Wilson�s Second Sight*
�  Sidewalk Re-Shuffle*
�  Sidewalk Shuffle*
�  Tamariz Rabbits*
�  Tweezers*
�  Ultimate Flying Ring*
�  Versa Plus*
�  Wild Man Wild*
�   Working Performers Signed Card

In Wallet*

* - Shown In This Catalog
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